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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
Thursday February 25, 2016 - Taylor 306 

 

In attendance: McGraw (Speaker); Accounting: Hayes; Art, Design & Art History: Tollefson-Hall; Biology: Rife; 
Comm. Sci. & Disorders: DePaolis; Comm. Studies: Whitfield; Computer Science: Grove; Early ELED & Reading: 
Haraway (proxy); Economics: Grant; Engineering: Harper; English: Rebhorn; Foreign Languages: Muhonja; Geology 
& Env. Sci.: Whitmeyer; Grad. Psychology: Cowan; Health Sciences: Burnett; History: Van Norman; Hosp., Sports, 
and Rec. Mgt.: Shonk; IDLS: Walker; ISAT: Benton; Kinesiology: Nye; Lib & Ed Tech: Mungin; Management: Stark; 
Marketing: Larsen; Mathematics and Statistics: Garren; Media Arts & Design: Hooker (proxy); Mid., Second., and 
Math: Haraway; Music: Curry (proxy); Philosophy & Religion: Piper; Political Science: Lee; Psychology: DuVall; 
Social Work: Yeom; Sociology & Anthropology: Polanco; Strategic & Leadership Studies: Vanhove; Theater & 
Dance: Sherrill; Writing Rhetoric & Tech Comm: McDonnell; Part-time Faculty Rep: Harlacker; Student/SGA Rep: 
Miner. Guests – Provost: Benson; Vice-Provost: Johnson; Louwers; Lynch, Wolf, Landes: Divest JMU; Office of 
International Programs – Wang. 

I. Call to Order – 3:32 p.m. 

II. Provost’s Report 

 Provost Benson began with a brief discussion of JMU’s master plan. The University is just starting the 

process of revising the next master plan, with the same group of architects used with the last master plan. Initial 

input from the academic divisions is already underway, and either later this spring or early next fall, there will be 

public hearings/meetings to gather responses to the ideas put forward in the master plan, so that all will have 

input into how the campus will be changing into the future. 

 Provost Benson then moved on to the Virginia Compact on National Service and how JMU’s service year 

fits into this initiative (handout attached). The service year idea is a national initiative; the goal is to provide all 

individuals between ages 18-28 with the opportunity to do a year of community based service. Existing programs 

like the Peace Corps, Americorps, and Teach for America provide many opportunities, but the service year would 

provide additional opportunities. The goal of the Virginia Compact is to make such opportunities available in 

Virginia. JMU’s pilot program, described on the handout, provides three opportunities, focused on areas consistent 

with the University’s mission. The key opportunity would focus on new graduates and civic engagement, 

partnering with Montpelier; the Valley Scholars program and collaboration with IIHHS to serve our community’s 

health and service needs are the other two. 

 Provost Benson also mentioned the recent awarding of  $150,000 in 35 research awards, with $125,000 

coming from Provost’s budget (differential tuition revenues) and $25k from the Business School. The process was 

to ask the Deans who might benefit most from $4-$5k toward their research. 

 Finally, Provost Benson briefly mentioned the Cohen Center, and discussed Dr. Cohen’s vital contributions 

in getting it off the ground. Dr. Cohen passed away earlier in the week, but JMU looks forward to continuing his 

intellectual endeavors through the Center.  

 The Provost’s Report concluded with the opportunity to provide feedback on the Confucius Institute to  

Felix Wang, representing the Office of International Programs. Senator DePaolis brought up the controversies that 

have surrounded these institutes including concerns over undue influence from the Chinese government; the fact 

that unlike similar cultural institutions, these are on university campuses; and academic freedom concerns. Provost 
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Benson replied that safeguards would be built into the memorandum of understanding establishing the Institute, if 

JMU moves forward. He also noted that the administration has also reached out to George Mason and ODU as to 

their experiences working with Hanban. Senator Polanco asked if there had been discussions with institutions that 

either withdrew from or decided not to establish a CI; Provost Benson replied that that hasn’t yet occurred. 

Senator Rebhorn asked if more details were becoming clear about our commitment and theirs, should we proceed. 

Felix Wang replied that they are very interested in us, but that each institute is unique, so what goes into our 

institute is still to be decided. It would likely differ from the other three CIs already in Virginia. Additionally, JMU 

wouldn’t be limited to just one Chinese partner institution; that selection could even come after the application. 

We would be able to bring existing projects involving China under the CI umbrella, but would not be required to. 

Faculty would be involved in negotiating the contract and deciding exactly what our CI would involve. The director 

would be from JMU. 

Senator Polanco asked what the most attractive and least attractive things about having a Confucius Institute 

might be. Felix Wang replied that JMU would benefit in terms of marketing and recruiting, as a CI may be 

recognized as a demonstration of our international reach (it would also extend our international reach beyond its 

current boundaries, and could be a vehicle for Visual and Performing Arts to branch out into that part of the 

world). JMU also would receive funding for programming, travel, etc.  

Senator Piper raised concerns about possible issues at the student level. He reported hearing that students 

affiliated with CIs were attending things about Tibet, or refusing to take notes on anything to do with Tibet, and 

that there were concerns that this could be exacerbated. Dr. Wang replied that he hasn’t encountered anything 

like that with the Chinese students he has worked with, but that a CI could help with expanding students’ 

perspectives. Senator Lee also pointed out that having a CI could be an opportunity to affect their views in favor of 

democratic processes, human rights issues, and so on. Provost Benson encouraged faculty to contact him or Dr. 

Wang with any further concerns. The administration will continue to update us, and if we do reach the 

memorandum of understanding stage, faculty will be involved to make sure these issues are addressed, and in 

negotiating the contract.  

III. Speaker’s Report  

1. There is one more lunch with the President and Provost, April 19, 11:15-1:00. There are still plenty of 

seats available, so please sign up if interested. As a reminder, Senators can pass along their seat to 

another member of their department. Contact Louise White (white1la@jmu.edu) to sign up.  

2. This was David’s last full Senate meeting; he will be out of town in March, and April will be officer 

elections with a half-length business meeting. Thus, note that it’s time to figure out who will be on 

Senate from your department next year – contact Mark Piper once you know who next year’s 

representative will be. There will also be some new officers, as David’s term is up. Anyone interested 

in being an officer should also let Mark Piper know. 

3. The faculty dependent scholarship fund. Speaker McGraw noted that this has been a long term effort, 

trying to get the state to help fund this, which wasn’t allowed by the AG under state law. Thus, faculty 

have lobbied the legislature for years to try to get them to change the law or allow JMU to establish 

its own fund, which also hasn’t borne fruit. However, we can do it with Foundation money, so over 

last year or two we have been actively pursuing that option. Now we’re ready to move forward with 

establishing the fund. Senator McGraw ceremonially signed the agreement. Under the agreement, 

we need to raise $25,000 by June 30, 2020; if we do, it becomes a fully endowed scholarship, and 

dependents of JMU faculty can apply for assistance toward tuition at JMU. Speaker McGraw 

suggested that Senators encourage and work on getting donations to this.  The account number is 

1002774; using that number earmarks a donation you make to JMU for that fund. Speaker McGraw 

will look into publicizing this in time for the giving day coming up on March 15. 
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IV. Treasurer’s Report  

The Senate account has $5355.00. The computer lottery is complete; the last few reimbursements 

should be processed soon. 

V. Committee Reports 

A. Faculty Concerns – No report. 

 

B. Academic Policies – Senator Benton’s report concerned the possibility of taking Labor Day as a holiday, as 

referred to Academic Policies at our last meeting. The committee has discussed with Provost Benson and 

Vice-Provost Johnson. The earliest the holiday might be observed is Fall 2017. Senator Benton presented a 

summary of faculty opinion on the matter (attached), as well as how other universities handle Labor Day 

(the largest impact seems to be on Monday-only classes, and labs/classes using specialized facilities). He 

also presented reasons that have been mentioned both in favor of and against taking the holiday. There 

are three options JMU could take. The first option – don’t observe the holiday. The second option – 

observe the holiday, but lose a day of instruction. The third option – observe holiday, but make up for it 

by starting the Fall semester a day or two earlier, pushing the start of the year earlier into August. 

Alternatively, the day could come out of Thanksgiving break; we can’t push the end of the semester any 

further into December due to grade submission deadlines.  

 

Some discussion ensued around the possibility of reinstituting a fall break and shortening Thanksgiving as 

part of scheduling to accommodate the holiday. After discussion, a straw poll was taken: 

 

(1) Have Academic Policies present a resolution opposed to taking the Labor Day holiday – 11 votes 
(2) Have Academic Policies present a resolution in favor of taking the holiday, with no make-up – 2 votes 
(3) Have Academic Policies present a resolution in favor of taking the holiday, and find a creative way to 
make it up – 14 votes 
(4) Drop the matter officially; individuals with strong opinions could forward their comments individually – 
3 votes. 
 

C. Student Relations – Information on concussions is forthcoming to the committee; Herb Amato has done 

some work on this, and the committee is waiting to hear from him. We also heard a report on the 

teaching award from SGA Representative Adam Miner. The SGA is looking into the best platform to use to 

solicit nominations; the survey requesting nominations will roll out 3 weeks before the end of the 

semester.  

 

D. Faculty Appeals – No cases to report. 

 
 

E. Budget and Compensation – The Governor’s budget included no raise in the first year for faculty; 2% in 

second year. The amendments proposed by the legislature differ; the House recommends 3% in the first 

year and 1% in the second, while the Senate recommends 2% in the first year only.  

 

F. Nominations and Elections – Mark Piper will be sending out an e-mail regarding the election of next year’s 

Senators and officer nominations. 

 

G. Other Committee Reports – None. 
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VI. Old Business 

1. Senator Piper’s bylaws changes resolution. See attachment. One small change from last month to item 9, to 

clarify how the Student Relations committee is involved with the teaching award. The motion passed unanimously. 

2.Divest JMU resolution from Senator Grove. See attachment. Senator Polanco summarized the concerns that have 

been raised in her department, including the message it might send to students from coal country; the possibility 

that divesting might mean giving up our voice on those issues, as those shares might then be held by others not 

sharing our views; and the likelihood that with divestiture, profits might decrease and hurt the lower level workers 

at such companies first. Divest JMU representatives responded that our divestment would be symbolic in many 

ways (the amount is not large), showing that we don’t want to profit from fossil fuels; however, the larger 

movement could have those negative effects. Speaker McGraw pointed out that students from Divest JMU have 

been working with the Foundation, working on whether divestment would be feasible. Senator Rebhorn brought 

up the idea of encouraging responsible investments as a future effort.  

Senator Harper then suggested that the resolution be sent to committee so that citations could be added and 

formatting formalized. This was moved and seconded, and discussion then ensued as to which committee would 

be appropriate; Faculty Concerns was the committee chosen. The motion to send the resolution to committee 

failed. 

Senator Polanco suggested amending the resolution to reflect Senate support for the students’ efforts without 

expressing support for divestiture as well, rather than sending the resolution to committee (to avoid a delay in 

supporting the students).  Senator Polanco moved to strike the last clause, which was seconded. That amendment 

succeeded unanimously. The senate then voted on the resolution itself; the resolution passed.  

VII. Adjournment 5:02 p.m. 


